
LESSON 2: TELEPHONE NUMBERS. NUMBERS, 

ADJECTIVES 

 

Learning outcomes: 

 Participants will have known about possessives adjectives, numbers, figures and ordinals. 

  Participants will have informed how to use number plates in the world. 

 

Time: 80 min 

Procedure: 

  The teacher will explain the possessive pronouns. 

 

My, your, her, his, your, our, their + noun. 

Your eyes, their names, its tail….. 

This is my (your, his, her) book. 

These are my shoes. 

Can you tell me your address? 

Cardinal numbers in English, the formation of complex numbers. The lesson gives information on 

the rules of reading phone numbers and some arithmetic examples. 

 

 

There are two classes of numerals in the English language – cardinal and ordinal. 

 

1. Cardinal numbers in the English language could be roughly divided into three groups (according 

to the word formation). 

I. The first group  

 

one – 1 

 

two – 2 

 

three – 3 

 

four- 4 

 

five – 5 

 

six – 6 

 

seven – 7 

 

eight – 8 

 

nine – 9 

 

ten – 10 

 

II.  The second group 

 

eleven – 11 

 

twelve – 12 

 

thirteen – 13 

 

fourteen – 14 

 

fifteen – 15 

 

sixteen – 16 

 

seventeen – 17 

 

eighteen – 18 

 

nineteen – 19  

 

III. The third group 

 

twenty – 20 

 

twenty-one – 21 

 

twenty-two – 22 

 

thirty – 30 

 

forty – 40 

 

fifty – 50 

 

sixty – 60 

 

seventy – 70 

 

eighty – 80 

 

ninety – 90 

 

 

 

a (one) hundred – 100 

 

a (one) thousand – 1000 

 

2. Numerals ending with the “-teen” suffix usually have two syllables stressed: four’teen’. In fluent 



speech one of the stresses could be weakened. 

 

3. In order to form such numerals as 31, 65, 95 etc., the number of dozens is said first, and then the 

number for single-digit numbers. 

Examples: 

thirty-one 

sixty-five 

ninety-five 

 My grandmother is sixty-five. 

 My salary is thirty-one thousand dollars. 

 My husband is thirty-one. 

 

Phone numbers in English are read by one digit. 

 

For example: 

 

132-463-447 – one-three-two-four-six-three-four-four-seven. 

 

Ordinals. 

The first, second, third,  

-th from 4-…. 

Fifth, seventh, twentieth, ninetieth…… 

  Exercise 3. Study the numbers. 

1 -one 2-two 

3 - three 

4 - four 

5 - five 
6 - six 

7 - seven 

8 - eight 
9 - nine  

10-ten 
 

21.... -twenty- one....  

200 - two hundred; 

 

11 - eleven 

12 - twelve  

13 - thirteen 
 

14 - fourteen 

15 - fifteen 
16 - sixteen 

17 - seventeen 
18 - eighteen 

19 - nineteen 
20 - twenty 

32- thirty- two....  

5000- five thousand; 

30 - thirty 

40 - forty 

50 - fifty 

60 - sixty 

70 - seventy 

80 - eighty 

90 - ninety 

100 - a hundred 

1,000- a thousand 

1,000,000- a million 

86- eighty- six.... 

23000000- twenty three 

million



Exercise 4. Write the numbers. Then listen and repeat. 
 

thirteen- ...13... fifteen- ............  seventeen- .... nineteen- 

fourteen -   .. sixteen - .............  eighteen- , twenty- 

 

Exercise 5. Look at the model and make up sentences as in the 

model.  

Model:   - How old are you? -I'm 32. 

11-35 

2 She-15 

3 They-27 
4 We - 64 

5 Your cousin - 23 
6 His mother-in-law - 76 

7 Her brother-in-law - 33 

8 Your aunt-58 

9 Their uncle - 49 
10Her grandparents – 80 

 

Writing: Write about your important and lucky numbers for you 

                    The next number is…………………. 

                   I think it’s………………………………… 

                  May be its……………………………………. 


